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Bounds on the State Complexity of Codes from the
Hermitian Function Field and its Subfields

Yaron Shany and Yair Be’ery, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—An upper bound on the minimal state complexity of codes
from the Hermitian function field and some of its subfields is derived. Coor-
dinate orderings under which the state complexity of the codes is not above
the bound are specified. For the self-dual Hermitian code it is proved that
the bound coincides with the minimal state complexity of the code. Finally,
it is shown that Hermitian codes over fields of characteristic2 admit a re-
cursive twisted squaring construction.

Index Terms—Geometric Goppa codes, Hermitian codes, minimal state
complexity, trellises, twisted squaring construction.

I. INTRODUCTION

A trellis diagramcan be regarded as an efficient representation of
a code for the purpose of soft-decision decoding. Formally, a trellis
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T = (V; E) of rankn is a finite-directed graph, with vertex setV and
edge setE, in which every vertex is assigned a “depth” in the range
f0; 1; � � � ; ng, and each edge connects a vertex at depthi � 1 to one
at depthi, 1 � i � n. The class of vertices at depthi, 0 � i � n, is de-
noted byVi. We assume that each edge ofT is labeled with an element
of q, the finite field ofq elements. In addition, we only consider trel-
lises for whichjV0j = jVnj = 1. LetC be an[n; k; d] linear code over
q (i.e.,C is ak-dimensional subspace ofnq with minimum Hamming

distanced). We say that the rank-n trellis T representsthe codeC if C
is identical to the set ofn-tuples read from all paths ofT connecting the
vertex inV0 to the one inVn. It is well known that any length-n linear
code under a fixed coordinate ordering has a unique trellis representa-
tion (up to isomorphism),T = (V; E), that minimizesjVij simultane-
ously for all i, 0 � i � n (see [7], [15], and references therein for a
summary of the subject). This trellis is called theminimaltrellis of the
code. For the codeC we definesi := logq jVij, 0 � i � n, whereVi
corresponds to the minimal trellis ofC. Thestate complexity profileof
C is the sequences0; s1; � � � ; sn. Thestate complexityof C is defined
ass:=max0�i�n si. Forney [3] demonstrated that the state complexity
of C may vary with respect to different ordering of coordinates. The
minimal state complexityof C is the minimal state complexity attain-
able by any ordering of the coordinates.

For a fixed coordinate ordering of the[n; k] linear codeC, the entire
state complexity profile can be calculated fromsi = k � ki � ki ,
1 � i � n � 1, whereki is the dimension of thepast subcodeat
i, i.e., the subcode consisting of all codewords(c1; c2; � � � ; cn) 2 C
with (ci+1; ci+2; � � � ; cn) = (0; 0; � � � ; 0), andki is the dimension
of thefuture subcodeat i, i.e., the subcode consisting of all codewords
(c1; c2; � � � ; cn) 2 C with (c1; c2; � � � ; ci) = (0; 0; � � � ; 0) [3].

The determination of the minimal state complexity and the attempt to
find “good” coordinate orderings with respect to the trellis complexity
of some important classes of codes were considered in several papers,
e.g., [10], [11], [1], [16], [2]. These papers addressed the trellises of
Reed–Muller, Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem (BCH), and quadratic-
residue codes, and it seems only natural to investigate the trellis of
geometric Goppa codes. Among geometric Goppa codes, the class of
Hermitian codes(geometric Goppa codes arising from theHermitian
function field) was extensively studied. A simple presentation of the
Hermitian function field and the related codes was given by Stichtenoth
in [12]. The results of [12] were used in [19] to give a description of
Hermitian codes which will be useful for our purposes. Thegeneralized
Hemming weights (GHW) hierarchy[17] of Hermitian codes and of
geometric Goppa codes arising from some subfields of the Hermitian
function field was studied in [20], [8], and [9].

In this correspondence, we give an upper bound on the state com-
plexity of codes associated with the Hermitian function field and some
of its subfields. For self-dual Hermitian codes, the minimal state com-
plexity is determined, and coordinate orderings under which the state
complexity coincides with the minimal state complexity are specified.
The correspondence is organized as follows. In the following section
we give some background on geometric Goppa codes. A lower bound
on the minimal state complexity of geometric Goppa codes is pre-
sented. Then, in Section III, we give an upper bound on the state com-
plexity profile of Hermitian codes and codes from certain subfields
of the Hermitian function field, and specify coordinate orderings for
which the state complexity profile is actually not above the bound. A
simple formula for an upper bound on the minimal state complexity of
self-dual codes from the Hermitian function field and some of its sub-
fields is then derived. Finally, it is proved that the bound on the min-
imal state complexity of self-dual Hermitian codes is indeed the min-
imal state complexity itself. We conclude in Section IV by showing
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that Hermitian codes over fields of characteristic2 admit arecursive
twisted squaring construction[3], [2].

II. GEOMETRIC GOPPACODES AND HERMITIAN CODES

This section contains a brief description of geometric Goppa codes
in general, and codes from the Hermitian function field and some of
its subfields in particular. A lower bound on the minimal state com-
plexity of geometric Goppa codes is presented. We follow the nota-
tion of Stichtenoth [14], and the reader is referred to [14] for the basic
theory of algebraic function fields and a detailed description of geo-
metric Goppa codes.

Let F=K be an algebraic function field of genusg over a constant
field K = q. The set of all places ofF=K is denoted by F . For a
divisorA of F=K we set

L(A) := fx 2 F j (x) � �Ag [ f0g

where(x) is the principal divisor ofx. We denote bydimA anddegA
the dimension ofL(A) overK and the degree ofA, respectively.

Let fP1; P2; � � � ; Png be a set of pairwise distinct places of degree
1 in F=K, and define the divisorD of F=K asD := P1+P2+ � � �+
Pn. Suppose thatG is a divisor ofF=K with suppG \ suppD = �,
wheresuppA stands for the support of the divisorA. The geometric
Goppa codeCL(D; G) associated with the divisorsD andG is defined
by

CL(D; G) := f(z(P1); z(P2); � � � ; z(Pn)) j z 2 L(G)g � n
q :

The codeCL(D; G) is an [n; k; d] code overK with parameters
k = dim G � dim(G � D), andd � n � deg G. In particular,
whendeg G < n, we havek = dim G � deg G � g + 1 [14].
The integerd� := n � deg G is called thedesigned distanceof the
codeCL(D; G). Whendeg G < n, we haved� � (n� k + 1)� g,
that is, the designed minimum distance ofCL(D; G) is within g of
the Singleton bound. It is therefore clear that for codes derived from
function fields of small genus it is not possible to have a significant
improvement upon theWolf bound[18] under any coordinate ordering
(cf. [4]). Indeed, using thedimention/length profile (DLP) boundon
the state complexity profile [4], it can be verified that for an[n; k; d]
code withd� (n�k+1)�g, we havesbn=2c �minfk; n�k�2gg
under any coordinate ordering. Using Clifford’s theorem [14], this
bound can be slightly sharpened.

Proposition 1: The minimal state complexity ofCL(D; G) is
smaller than the Wolf bound only ifbn=2c � deg G � dn=2e+2g�2.
If deg G is in the above interval and2g � 2 < bn=2c, then the
minimal state complexity is at leastdn=2e � g � 1.

Proof: Observe that the past subcode at indexi; 1� i�n�1, of
CL(D; G) is exactlyCL(D; G�Pi+1�Pi+2�� � ��Pn). Similarly,
the future subcode at indexi, 1 � i � n� 1, ofCL(D; G) is exactly
CL(D; G� P1 � P2 � � � � � Pi). Since we are only interested in the
dimensions of these subcodes, we can replace the past subcode atiwith

CL(D� Pi+1 � Pi+2 � � � � � Pn; G� Pi+1 � Pi+2 � � � � � Pn)

(the code obtained by truncating the lastn � i zero coordinates) and
the future subcode ati with

CL(D� P1 � P2 � � � � � Pi; G� P1 � P2 � � � � � Pi)

(the code obtained by truncating the firsti zero coordinates). Note that
for each one of these truncated codes the two divisors involved are
of disjoint supports. The state complexity ofCL(D; G) at indexi,
1 � i � n � 1, is therefore

si = dim G+ dim(G�D)

� dim(G� (Pi+1 + Pi+2 + � � �+ Pn))

� dim(G� (P1 + P2 + � � �+ Pi)): (1)

Let us choosei = bn=2c. If deg G < bn=2c, then, since the di-
mension of a negative–degree divisor is zero, we obtainsbn=2c =
dim G = k, wherek := dim CL(D; G). On the other hand, if
deg G > dn=2e + 2g � 2, then, by the Riemann–Roch theorem and
(1), we have

sbn=2c = dim G+ dim(G�D)

� (deg G� g + 1� dn=2e + deg G� g + 1� bn=2c)

= dim G+ dim(G�D)� (2dim G� n) = n� k:

Finally, if

2g � 2 < bn=2c � deg G � dn=2e + 2g � 2

then in particular2g�2 < deg G < n. In this case, Clifford’s theorem
and (1) give

sbn=2c � dim G� 1 + 1
2
deg G�

1

2
dn=2e

+1 +
1

2
deg G�

1

2
bn=2c

=n=2� g � 1: (2)

Sincesbn=2c is an integer, (2) becomessbn=2c � dn=2e � g � 1.

In view of Proposition 1 and the preceding discussion, it seems rea-
sonable to investigate the trellis representation of Hermitian codes and
codes from certain subfields of the Hermitian function field. LetK =

q , and letF = K(x; y) be the function field defined by

F = K(x; y) with yq + y = xa andajq + 1

(see [14], [20]). Whena = q+1,F=K is called the Hermitian function
field overK. Whena < q + 1, F=K is isomorphic to a subfield of
the Hermitian function field [14], [20], and is, therefore, referred to
as a subfield of the Hermitian function field. The genus ofF=K is
g = (q � 1)(a � 1)=2, and there are exactly1 + q(1 + a(q � 1))
places of degree one inF=K. LetP1 be the pole ofx in K(x), and
for � 2 K let P� be the zero of(x � �) in K(x). The places in
fP1g[ fP�j� 2 Kg, are exactly all the places of degree1 in K(x).
Let U� be the subgroup of order(q � 1)a in the multiplicative group
K�, and letU := U�[f0g. Then for each� 2 U there areq solutions
inK for the equationT q+T = �a, and for each solution� 2 K there
is a unique place of F lying overP� that contains(y� �) [14]. This
place is denoted byP�; � . In fact, all places of degree one inF=K are
exactly

fP�; � j� 2 U; �q + � = �ag [ fQ1g

whereQ1 is the common pole ofx andy in F . Define the divisorD
as

D :=
�2U � 2K

� +�=�

P�; �

i.e.,D is the sum of all places of degree1 in F=K, except forQ1. Let
n be the degree ofD, i.e.,n = q(1 + (q � 1)a). In order to useD in
the definition of a geometric Goppa code, we must fix an ordering of
the places in its support. So, letInd : suppD ! f1; 2; � � � ; ng be a
bijection, so thatInd (P�; �) is the index corresponding toP�; � . For
an integerm � 0, the setfxiyj ji � 0; 0 � j � q�1; iq+ ja � mg
constitutes a basis forL(mQ1) overK [14]. The codeCm is defined
asCm := CL(D; mQ1). We shall refer to the casesa = q + 1 and
a < q + 1 as the Hermitian and non-Hermitian cases, respectively. In
the Hermitian case, we refer toCm as a Hermitian code. The duals of
Hermitian codes are also Hermitian codes [14]. For ann�n matrixA
overK and a length-n linear codeC, let CA := fcccA j ccc 2 Cg. Using
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the results of [13], it was mentioned in [20] that for the non-Hermitian
case, there is ann� n diagonal matrixA = (aij) with 0 6= aii 2 K,
1 � i � n, such that the dual ofCm is Cn+2g�2�mA. Moreover, if
a � 1 mod p, wherep is the characteristic ofK, then the dual ofCm

is Cn+2g�2�m.
In order to give a description ofCm similar to the one given in

[19] (where only the Hermitian case was considered), some additional
definitions are required. LetD be the divisor ofK(x)=K defined by
D := �2U P�. Let

Ind : supp (D)! f1; 2; � � � ; (q � 1)a+ 1g

be a bijection, so thatInd(P�) assigns an index toP�; � 2 U . For an
integerm � 0, let Cm be the code from the rational function field
defined byCm : = CL(D; (m � 1)P1): In the Hermitian case
(a = q + 1); Cm is an extended Reed–Solomon code. Forl 2 +

and a length-n0 (n0 being a positive integer) linear codeC, define

C[l] := (c1; � � � ; c1

l times

; c2; � � � ; c2

l times

; � � � ; cn ; � � � ; cn

l times

)

j (c1; c2; � � � ; cn ) 2 C

and letGm be a generator matrix ofC
[q]
m . Let� := min(q� 1; m

a )
be the maximum power ofy in the above basis forL(mQ1), and for
0 � j � � let

k(j) := jfi � 0jiq + ja � mg j =
m� ja

q
+ 1:

We say that the codeCm is under avalid coordinate ordering when, for
every� 2 U , all the extensions ofP� in F are mapped to consecutive
indices, that is, for everyP�; � 2 supp (D), it holds that

q(Ind (P�)� 1) + 1 � Ind (P�; �) � q(Ind (P�)):

Let� = (�ij) be then� n diagonal matrix defined by�ii = �; 1 �
i � n, if i = Ind (P�; �) for some� 2 U . Define the matrixGm by

Gm :=

Gk(0)

Gk(1)�
...

Gk(�)�
�

: (3)

Then it follows directly from the definition of the codeCm and the
above described basis ofL(mQ1) that ifm < n, thenGm is a gen-
erator matrix ofCm under a valid coordinate ordering [19].

III. A N UPPERBOUND ON THESTATE COMPLEXITY OF THE CODES

In this section, we use the generator matrix given in the previous
section to show that, for some values ofm, whenCm is under a valid
coordinate ordering its state complexity is below the Wolf bound. For
the self-dual Hermitian codeC(q +q �q�2)=2 (q is a power of2), we
shall see that an improvement ofq2=4 upon the Wolf bound is possible.
Furthermore, for this case we shall see thatq2=4 is the maximum pos-
sible improvement upon the Wolf bound over all coordinate orderings
of the code.

Let C be an[n0; k; d] code, and letG be aminimal-span generator
matrix (MSGM)of C [7] (i.e., G is a generator matrix ofC in which
there are no two rows whose first nonzero entries are at the same index,
and no two rows whose last nonzero entries are at the same index). Then

si; 1 � i � n0�1; is equal to the number ofactive rowsin G at index
i [5], [7], wheres0; s1; � � � ; sn is the state complexity profile ofC.
From the structure ofGm in (3), we have the following proposition.

Proposition 2: Suppose that0 � m � bn=2c + g � 1 so that
dim Cm � bn=2c, and let(s0; s1; � � � ; sn) be the state complexity
profile ofCm when under a valid coordinate ordering. Then

si �
min i; n� i;

�

j=0

(min fk(j); n=q � k(j)g) ; if qji

min sbi=qcq + (i� bi=qcq); sdi=qeq + (di=qeq � i) ;

otherwise
(4)

for i 2 f0; 1; � � � ; ng.
Proof: Suppose thatC is a length-n0 (n0 being a positive integer)

linear code over a finite fieldK 0, l 2 +, and� = (uv) is ann0l�n0l
diagonal matrix overK 0. Assume that for everyu; 1 � u � n0, it
holds that at least one of

(u�1)l+1; (u�1)l+1; (u�1)l+2; (u�1)l+2; � � � ; ul; ul

is not zero. Then it is clear that the number of active rows at index
il; 1 � i � n0, in an MSGM ofC[l]� is equal to the number of active
rows at indexi in an MSGM ofC. Now consider the generator ma-
trix Gm from (3). Suppose that each one of the submatricesGk(j)�

j ;
0 � j � � is an MSGM. By the above argument, the number of active
rows at indexi with qji in Gk(j)�

j is no more thanminfk(j); n=q�
k(j)g. This proves the part of (4) concerning indices divisible byq.
The other part of (4) follows from the fact that

si � minfsi�1; si+1g+ 1; 1 � i � n� 1:

Note that for the cases wheredim Cm > n=2, the bound on the state
complexity profile ofCm is identical to the bound on the state com-
plexity ofCn+2g�2�m, where the latter can be obtained from Proposi-
tion 2. This follows from combining the fact that the state complexity
profiles of a linear code and its dual are identical [3], and the fact
that there is a diagonal matrixA (in which every diagonal element is
nonzero) such thatCn+2g�2�mA is the dual ofCm. (Observe that
the state complexity profile ofCn+2g�2�mA is identical to that of
Cn+2g�2�m.)

As a result of Proposition 2, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 3: Let (s0; s1; � � � ; sn) be as in Proposition 2, and let
m0 := qb n

2q
c. Then form0 � m � n+ 2g � 2�m0 andq � 4, we

have thatmax0�i�n=q siq is smaller than the Wolf bound by at least

j

j=0

(k(j)� (n=q � k(j)))

wherejm := b( ~m�m0)=ac, and ~m := min(m; n+ 2g � 2�m).
Proof: Let us first assume thatm0 � m � bn=2c+g�1. Under

this assumptiondim Cm � bn=2c, and we can use (4). Since

dim Cm =

�

j=0

k(j)

it is clear that eachj for which n=q � k(j) < k(j) contributes
k(j) � (n=q � k(j)) to the difference between the Wolf bound and
max0�i�n=q siq. Some arithmetics show thatn=q � k(j) < k(j)
if and only if j � jm, wherejm is defined in the corollary. This
finishes the proof form0 � m � bn=2c + g � 1. The proof for
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dn=2e + g � 1 � m � n + 2g � 2 �m0 follows (as before) from
the fact that the state complexity profiles of a linear code and its dual
are identical.

The results of Corollary 3 can be expressed in a more concise manner
whenCm is self-dual, i.e.,q is a power of2 andm = n=2 + g � 1.
In this case, it can be shown that the value ofjm from Corollary 3
is jm = q=2 � (t + 1)=2, wheret := (q + 1)=a. In addition, it is
straightforward to verify that in this case

k(j) =
qa

2
�

(2j + 1)a+ 1

2q
+ 1:

Therefore, for

0 � j � jm = q=2� (t+ 1)=2

we havek(j) = qa=2�bj=tc. Now, evaluating the sum from Corollary
3 we obtain that

n

2
� max

0�i�n=q
siq �

(q + 1)a� t

4

wheres0; s1; � � � ; sn is the state complexity profile ofCm. We have
therefore proved the following corollary.

Corollary 4: Let q � 4 be a power of2, and letm = n=2+ g� 1.
Suppose thata > 1, and lett := (q+1)=a. Then the state complexity
of the self-dual codeCm when under a valid coordinate ordering is not
more than

n

2
�

(q + 1)a� t

4
�

q

2
:

We will now show that at least for the Hermitian case (a = q + 1),
there are no coordinate orderings under which the state complexity of
the self-dual codeCq =2+g�1 is smaller than that obtained in Corol-
lary 4. This will be done using the DLP bound on the state complexity
profile, and will require some results concerning the GHW hierarchy
of Hermitian codes. From this point on, we consider only the Hermi-
tian casea = q + 1. Let pr; r � 1; be therth pole number[14] of
Q1. Thenfpr j r � 1g is the semigroup generated byq andq + 1.
Form < n = q3, the Hermitian codeCm is nonabundant[8], and we
have

dr(Cm) � q3 �m+ pr; 1 � r � k; (5)

wheredr(Cm) is therth generalized Hamming weight[17] of Cm and
k := dim Cm [20, Footnote 2 and Theorem 12], [8, Corollary 2 and
Lemma 2]. For an integerl � 0 defineI(l) := fuju as a pole number
of Q1; u � lg.

Lemma 5: For1 � i � q3 andm < q3, we have

ki(Cm) � I(i� (q3 �m))

whereki(Cm) is theith entry of the DLP [4] ofCm.
Proof: Recall that for a length-n linear codeC we have

ki(C) = jfdr(C)j dr(C) � igj; 1 � i � n

[4], whereki(C) is the ith entry of the DLP ofC. The lemma then
follows from (5).

Remark 6: Suppose that0 � l � 2g � 2 = q2 � q � 2, and write
l = cq+ d, wherec; d are nonnegative integers,0 � d � q� 1. Then

jI(l)j = c(c+ 1)=2 +min(c; d) + 1:

Proof: See [20].

The main result of this section can now be stated.

Theorem 7: Let q � 4 be a power of2, and let

m = q3=2 + g � 1 = q3=2 + q2=2� q=2� 1:

Then the minimal state complexity of the self-dual Hermitian codeCm

is exactlyq3=2�q2=4. The minimal state complexity is achieved when
Cm is arranged under a valid coordinate ordering.

Proof: In view of Corollary 4, we only have to find a single index
i; 1 � i � q3, for which the DLP bound on the state complexity profile
of Cm is q3=2� q2=4. We choosei = q3=2� q=2. By Lemma 5 and
Remark 6 we obtain thatki(Cm) + kq �i(Cm) � q2=4.

IV. THE TWISTED SQUARING CONSTRUCTION OFHERMITIAN CODES

OVER FIELDS OF CHARACTERISTIC2

In this section it is shown that Hermitian codes over fields of char-
acteristic2 admit a recursive twisted squaring construction [3], [2].
Upper bounds on the state complexity profile of linear codes admit-
ting a twisted squaring construction were given in [2]. Whereas the
fact that some Hermitian codes admit a twisted squaring construction
does not seem to contribute any knowledge regarding their trellis com-
plexity beyond what is already given in Section III, it seems that the
fact that these codes do admit such a construction is of interest.

Let C be an [n; k; d] code over the finite fieldK, let
I := f1; 2; � � � ; ng, and letJ := fj1; j2; � � � ; jjJjg be a subset ofI:
The projection of ccc = (c1; c2; � � � ; cn) 2 C onto J is defined by
cccJ := (cj ; cj ; � � � ; cj ). The projection ofC ontoJ is defined by
CJ := ccc2C ccc

J . TheJ-subcodeof C, CJ , is the subcode ofC consisting
of all codewords(c1; c2; � � � ; cn) 2 C with ci = 0 for all i 2 InJ ,
whereInJ stands for the complementary set ofJ in I . For1� i!leqn
we definei� := f1; 2; � � � ; ig. Similarly, for 0� i�n�1, i+ stands
for fi+1; i+2; � � � ; ng. The codeC is said to admit a twisted squaring
construction if it is of even length, and bothC(n=2) = C(n=2) and
(C(n=2) )(n=2) = (C(n=2) )(n=2) (see [2] for a detailed exposition
of the subject). WhenC admits a twisted squaring construction, we
say thatC(n=2) and(C(n=2) )(n=2) are thecomponent codesof C.
If n = 2l for somel 2 +, then the codeC is said to admit arecursive
twisted squaring construction when not only that the code itself admits
a twisted squaring construction, but also its component codes admit a
twisted squaring construction, the component codes of the component
codes admit a twisted squaring construction, and so forth.

Proposition 8: LetCm be the Hermitian code overK = q , where
q2 = 2l for some evenl 2 +. Then there exists a coordinate ordering
under whichCm admits a recursive twisted squaring construction.

Proof: The proof is based on the automorphisms of the Hermitian
codes, and is quite similar to the proof of [2, Theorem 4]. Let� be the

q -automorphism of the Hermitian function fieldH = q (x; y)
defined by�(x) = �x + � and�(y) = �q+1y + ��qx + �, where
� 2 q nf0g, � 2 q , and�q + � = �q+1 (� 2 q ) [14]. The
permutation of the Hermitian codeCm that takes the coordinate cor-
responding to�(P�; �) to the coordinate corresponding toP�; � for
all �; � 2 q with �q + � = �q+1, is within the automorphism
group of the code [14, Ch. VII]. It can be verified that the above au-
tomorphism ofCm can be defined byInd(Pu; v) 7! Ind (P�; �),
where�; � 2 q satisfy�q + � = �q+1, andu; v 2 q satisfy
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� = �q+1v+��qu+�,� = �u+� (and indeedvq+v = uq+1). Choose
a basisfa1; a2; � � � ; alg for q = 2 such thatfa1; a2; � � � ; al=2g is
a basis for q= 2. To any element 2 q we attach the element
(1; 2; � � � ; l) 2

l
2 defined by = l

i=1 iai. We begin by or-
dering the coordinates ofCm according to

Ind (P�; �) = q

l

i=1

�i2
i�1 +

l=2

i=1

�i2
i�1 + 1:

Note that for any� 2 q , the set of solutions ofT q + T = �q+1

in q is �0 + q for some�0 2 q with �q0 + �0 = �q+1. Hence,
the above choice of a basis forq = 2 assures that the firstl=2 bits
in the representations of two different solutions ofT q + T = �q+1

are not identical. The existence of the automorphism corresponding to
� = 1, � with �l = 1 and�j = 0 for 1 � j < l, and some� with
�q +� = �q+1, implies that we can permute the lastq3=2 coordinates
of the code so that both

Cm
(q =2) = Cm

(q =2)

and

(Cm(q =2) )(q =2) = (Cm(q =2) )(q =2) :

Hence, there is a coordinate ordering under whichCm admits a twisted
squaring construction , and this coordinate ordering differs from the
initial coordinate ordering only in the lastq3=2 coordinates. The exis-
tence of the automorphism corresponding to� = 1, � with �l�1 = 1
and�j = 0 for 1 � j � l, j 6= l�1, and some� with �q+� = �q+1,
implies that we can permute the lastq3=4 coordinates of the component
codes so that they admit a twisted squaring construction . Continuing
in that way until�1 = 1 and�j = 0 for 1 < j � l, it is proved
that the twisted squaring construction ofCm can be iteratedl times.
AsCm is of lengthq3 = 2l+l=2, we still have to show that the twisted
squaring construction ofCm can be further iteratedl=2 times. Observe
that when� = 0, � can take any value fromq . For 1 � i � l=2,
the existence of the automorphisms corresponding to� = 1, � = 0,
and� with �i = 1 and�j = 0 for j 6= i, 1 � j � l completes the
proof, since, under the above defined coordinate ordering, these auto-
morphisms show that all the relevant component codes aresymmetric,
and hence admit a twisted squaring construction [2, Theorem 3].
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A Class of Linear Codes with Good Parameters from
Algebraic Curves

Chaoping Xing and San Ling

Abstract—A class of linear codes with good parameters is constructed in
this correspondence. It turns out that linear codes of this class are subcodes
of the subfield subcodes of Goppa’s geometry codes. In particular, we find
61 improvements on Brouwer’s table [1] based on our codes.

Index Terms—Algebraic curves, algebraic-geometry codes, subfield sub-
codes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Algebraic-geometry codes constructed by Goppa [2] make use of
algebraic curves with many rational points. These codes have excel-
lent asymptotic parameters. In particular, theq-ary Gilbert–Varshamov
bound was broken by Goppa’s geometric codes for some sufficiently
largeq [8], [3].

However, for smallq, it seems difficult to find many good codes by
Goppa’s construction. The reason is that the number of rational points
of an algebraic curve overFFF q is not satisfactory to construct good
Goppa’s geometric codes for smallq. In order to increase the length
of geometric codes, researchers have been looking for possibilities to
use points over some extensions ofFFF q to construct good codes [5],
[10], [11], [4], [12]. In this correspondence, we make use of curves
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